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1: Journey to Poland by Alfred DÃ¶blin
"Journey to Poland" is a weird mix of philosophy, eschatology, soap-boxing, and poetic musings from DÃ¶blin, who
describes his west-to-east journey from Germany into Poland in the book's pages (the borders between the two lands
have always been contested, and strong tensions have always existed between the two peoples).

Welcome by our representative and assistance with arrival formalities. Transfer to Krakow and check into the
hotel. Meet at the hotel lobby. This Gothic style Castle, built by Prince Casimir the 3rd, holds beautiful
grounds, a cathedral, the Crown treasury and armory. Check into the hotel. Orientation with Rabbi Ain and
your tour educator over a private dinner. Connect to the story of Jewish life in Krakow with an interactive
program in the Kazimierz Jewish Quarter, including: The Altshul, the oldest synagogue in Poland,
transformed into the local Jewish life cycle museum. The Rema Cemetery, where many great rabbinical
leaders of Polish Jewry are buried. The Galicia Jewish Museum, which exists to commemorate the victims of
the Holocaust and celebrate the Jewish culture of Polish Galicia, presenting Jewish history from a new
perspective. Learn and explore the past, present and future. Lunch on your own, en route. Take a guided
journey following the Jewish community on their descent from Kazimierz, crossing over the bridge into the
Jewish Ghetto of Podgorze, including: The Oscar Schindler Factory Museum. The museum tells the story of
the city of Krakow and its residents under Nazi occupation from to Schindler, a successful businessman, and
his wife Emilie, managed to provide a safe environment for over 1, Jews and saved them from being sent to
Auschwitz. Return to the hotel. Try and taste the best Polish traditional cuisine. The perfect balance of cuisine
and culture for a truly authentic local experience! Cost of the tour is not included Overnight: Walk through the
Auschwitz Museum exhibits, built in the original blocks of the camp, see the original artifacts and footage,
and witness the life and death of the prisoners of this work camp. A short drive will take you to the Auschwitz
II death camp, better known as Birkenau. This camp was barely touched or renovated, allowing you a
first-hand experience to understand the last moments of the prisoners of this camp. Boxed lunch en route. Visit
the Oswiecim Jewish Center and Museum, capturing the rich life of the Jewish community which was the
majority of the city. Through testimonials, artifacts, rare footage and personal belongings, take a mental
picture of the community that held a large variety of Jewish organizations, sports and youth groups. Enjoy
dinner with members of the local Jewish community, and learn more about the cultural and religious revival
happening at the JCC. Load luggage onto the luggage truck luggage will be transferred to Krakow separately.
Transfer to Krakow train station. Depart Krakow on an early train to Warsaw. Train journey is approximately
3 hours. Arrive in Warsaw and transfer to the city center. The World That Was: Guided visit to the Gensha
Cemetery, one of the largest Jewish cemeteries in the world. Bring back life to the names on the unique
tombstones of the famous Jewish leaders, artists, Rabbis and intellectuals, including: The cemetery is a
testimony to hundreds of years of Jewish life in Poland. Check into the hotel and free time to prepare for
Shabbat. Kabbalat Shabbat services at the Nozyk Synagogue, the last remaining pre-Holocaust synagogue in
Warsaw, followed by a Shabbat dinner with members of the local Jewish community. Communal dinner is
pending confirmation Overnight: Morning at leisure to relax or explore the city on your own. Take a guided
journey through the Warsaw Ghetto, including the Remnants of the Ghetto Wall, the Nathan Rapoport
Warsaw Ghetto Memorial, following the footsteps of the Warsaw Ghetto Heroes along the Path of
Remembrance, commemorating the heroic Warsaw Ghetto uprising at Mila 18, and reflecting on the last
moments of the Warsaw Jewish Community at the Umschlagplatz - the gathering area of the Jews before they
were sent to the death camp of Treblinka. Explore the 1, years of rich history of the Polish Jews; beginning
from their arrival as merchants, through the medieval ages until today. Dinner at a restaurant. Walk through
the center of Lublin, once a great center of Jewish life, following along the well-known Sjeroka Street,
concluding at the local castle, used as a prison during the Second World War. Visit the old Jewish cemetery on
Sienna Street, dating from at least the 16th century, and the "New Cemetery" started in , and today preserved
as a historical site. Take a guided visit through the Majdanek Death Camp. Dinner on your own and evening at
leisure. Depart Warsaw on a flight to 9: Arrive to Berlin and transfer to the city. The gate was ironically
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incorporated into the Berlin Wall during the years of the Communist regime. Designed by architect Peter
Eisenman, this undulating field of reflection with thousands of concrete dark gray slabs forms a gentle wave,
ankle-high in some places, designed to give visitors a sense of groundlessness and of a loss of orientation; the
memorial also includes a subterranean information center at the edge of the site which houses a permanent
exhibition dedicated to the six million Jewish victims of the Holocaust. Walk along Unter Den Linden, the
grand central boulevard in the Mitte district. Lunch on own, en route. View the Nikolai-Kirche, St. Visit the
Berlin Wall Memorial, an open-air exhibition that explains the history of division and the impact of the Berlin
Wall on the city and its residents. IsraAID has responded to the refugee crisis in Germany by deploying a team
of Arabic and English speaking psychosocial specialists to help support the refugee resettlement. Visit the
grave of Hermann Cohen and the memorial marker for Leo Baeck. Visit the New Synagogue and the Centrum
Judaicum, one of the most important locations for contemporary Jewish life in Berlin. Tour to Jewish sites in
East Berlin including: One of the most conspicuous architectural landmarks in the city, it embodies
remembrance, melancholy, and departure. Currently under renovation - the regular exhibition is closed, a
temporary exhibition focused on Jerusalem Stop at Checkpoint Charlie, one of the best-known crossing points
between East and West Berlin during the Cold War, frequently featured in spy movies and Return to the hotel.
Street Art Tour of Berlin - get to know the weird and wonderful areas of Berlin. Check out the street art on
many hidden corners and be impressed and inspired by the varied and dynamic works of art. From the Divided
to the City of Freedom: Lunch on your own. Free time to explore Berlin on your own, with the opportunity to:
Festive farewell dinner at a local restaurant. Transfer to Berlin International Airport. Departure flight to the U.
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2: Journey to Poland: a family mission - fotoVisions
Other articles where Journey to Poland is discussed: Alfred DÃ¶blin: his Reise in Polen (; Journey to Poland) is a
stimulating travel account. DÃ¶blin recounted his flight from France in and his observations of postwar Germany in the
book Schicksalsreise (; Destiny's Journey).

These critics have no understanding of the situation in interwar Poland. For instance, he writes, quote The
aphorism of is magnificent: The author also has sophisticated insights into Polish-Jewish relations. I focus on
a few issues of lasting interest: He writes, quote Three hundred fifty thousand Jews live in Warsaw, half as
many as in all Germany. A small number of them are strewn across the city, the bulk reside together in the
northwestern sector. They are a nation. People who only know Western Europe fail to realize this. The Jews
have their own costumes, their own language, religion, manners and mores, their ancient national feeling and
national consciousness. In this city, social intercourse between the two nations is virtually nonexistent. The
Orthodox Jews are powerful. They received the majority vote in the municipal elections. But the town council
actually fell apart; it got into a conflict with the government because over half the councilmen spoke only
Yiddish. The government demanded that at least the chairman speak Polish. But when he tried, all hell broke
loose; and that was the last session. Poles get moralized about the "fact" that the so-called ethnonationalism of
the Endeks should have given way to an "enlightened" and "inclusive" so-called civic nationalism. The masses
easily pour in, American civilization is large and enviable. Here, the rural population is uneducated to the
point of illiteracy; the urban education is narrow with sharp national accents, and a powerful and rigid
Catholicism. However, even the acculturated or assimilated Polish Jews, whose children went to public
schools and were instructed in Polish alongside ethnic Polish children, commonly remained alien to essential
Polish-ness. Recently, they were talking about Jesus, when a Jewish child asked very calmly: She once told
them about a heroic patriotic Pole who allowed his hand to be burned off in a war with the Turks; she
demonstrated that he had shown courage. A Jewish child sat there, reflecting, and then remarked: But the
Turks also showed courage. But eventually, Jewish life stabilized. Nowadays, a common apologetic trope, on
Jews and Communism, is the one about Jewish Communists variously being "not really Jews", "only of Jewish
background", "Jews by ethnicity", "non-Jewish Jews", etc. There are Communists who wear caftans.
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3: Journey to Poland (European sources): Alfred DoÌˆblin: www.enganchecubano.com: Books
"Journey to Poland" is a weird mix of phi That disclosed, I've enjoyed enough DÃ¶blin in the past to at least give this
book a go on the strength of my previous reading of his works. "Berlin Alexanderplatz" is a tour-de-force, and some of
DÃ¶blin's other works (like "A People Betrayed") are at least important historical artifacts of a very.

My Journey to Poland. We were given hot cloths to freshen up, and served breakfast again with all real dishes
etc. We arrived in Frankfurt, Germany. As we got off the plane I realized we were walking off on the tarmac
and not into the terminal, as I had reviewed on the computer at home. I got on the double long bus with
everyone else, not knowing where I was going. So at this point I decided what the heck, I probably will never
see these people again, and asked if anyone spoke English! A very nice couple behind me answered and said
they were familiar with the airport and explained the monitors are to the left as you enter the building. I
followed the crowd as we got off the bus and viewed the ever changing monitors and found the gate I was to
go to following the signs, I walked what seemed to me to be about 3 miles, only to have to go through customs
who stamped my passport and security again, who took away my water bottle I had purchased in Detroit,
which was unopened. At this point I decided I was going to purchase a carry on that had wheels on it! Finally
on to my gate and in time to make my flight, on which we were served a lunch salad and beverage. Arriving in
Poland at last! To get my luggage was yet again another long walk. After walking out to arrival, I met my
guide Zenon Znamirowski; he allowed me to use his cell phone to call Ron and let him know I am here. Zenon
drove to Lomza; we stopped on way to have lunch to what appeared to be a hunting lodge. I had zurek soup
sour rye , which consists of kielbasa, hard-boiled egg, vegetables and broth, served with rye bread, and was
very good. As our drive continued through which appeared to be a highway through a forest, reminding me a
lot of northern Michigan; I noticed peddlers on the side of the rode selling berries and other food items, I also
noticed young girls scantly dressed, and without me asking Zenon replied that prostitution is legal in Poland! I
was shocked as Poland is almost all Catholic. He wanted us to stay there, but I was not comfortable with that
as I had an asthma attack due to his 4 cats ; we explained that we had already made some traveling plans. I
was a little confused by this, and thought perhaps she does not like me. Jon insisted that we go to the cemetery
where Irena is buried. I took several pictures of the graves of Irena, her sister Krystna, and Kazimerz their
father, my uncle. Lomza Cemetery at Mikolaja street. Irena died only a few months before my visit.. I realized
there is no air-conditioning and only a fan! The window, which is 1 pane of glass, opens 2 different ways, to
the side or from the top and there are no screens apparently this is common throughout Poland , they usually
just use a sheer curtain at the door for a screen.
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4: Following the Magical Journey to Poland by John Dee and Edward Kelley | Ancient Origins
The Journey is an enriching and meaningful experience that has three main goals: To explore the rich heritage of years
of Jewish history in Poland and to find its relevance in our lives today. To explore the events of the Holocaust through a
Zionist prism and bear witness to the destruction of Polish Jewry.

My Journey to Poland. I woke up at 3: I was told later these are the longest days of the year here. Slept longer
and then met Zenon for breakfast downstairs no elevators, discovered Poland is not really handicap assessable
, we are offered a breakfast buffet, but they prepare scrambled eggs for you, unfortunately they will not cook
the eggs all the way, no matter how many times you ask! As we drove up we noticed construction at the
rectory, so we went to the church hall. And there was the priest who explained he is new to the parish only one
week. The rectory, church and hall are being remodeled and repaired. I took photos of pictures of prominent
citizens of Poryte area that were hanging on the wall. The priest explained that the books for the church are in
the attic of the rectory and we cannot view them at this time, but perhaps in the winter would be better; Zenon
agreed to come back and research for me in the winter. We asked if we could see the church, which had not
been remodeled yet. As we entered, I got that lump in my throat again and started to cry! The poor priest did
not understand, and thought that I was upset on the condition of the church; Zenon explained that I was
overcome at being in the church where my father and grandmother were baptized. Just think any later and
things might have been replaced! Plague for memory of Jozef Kisielnicki from Poryte Church â€” Interiors
The main altar Baptismal font I seen the actual baptismal font we took several photos, from there we took
photos of the outside of the church and I took some dirt for the graves at home I found out later this is actual a
Polish custom to put dirt on graves from their homeland. Poryte church â€” the main entrance Poryte church
We said our goodbye and thank the priest. We then walked back to the cemetery behind the church, there we
spent time going through all the graves, looking for family names and taking photos for later use in my
research. Way to the cemetery Baginski gravestone Poryte cemetery The cemeteries in Poland are a surprise to
me, as the stones on most graves are very elaborate, but the general grounds of the cemetery are not kept up as
in weeded. In some places in the cemetery the weeds are waist high! I also know that there is no record
keeping of who is buried where and when, this is something that really bothers me. Also when someone dies,
you see the priest and lease the land grave for 20 years, and you need to renew the lease or as needed the stone
is removed and a new grave is added atop of the old, there is no perpetual care as in the United States. From
there we drove to Dzierzbia, where my Father and my Grandmother maternal were born. We drove through
the village about people with dairy farmers. We found a little store and post office, it looked like a garage,
went back and rang a bell, a woman came from the house to help. Zenon explained we were looking for my
family names Korytkowski, Grabowski, Lusinski, Baginski; she said she only recognized Grabowski, who
were a young couple but gone away at the time. The neighbor came to the fence and told us to wait, and he
went down the road. When he came back he told us to go see the oldest woman in the village who might be
able to help. Dzierzbia We first went to the wrong house they took us to the correct one. I think we caused
quite a stir in the village, a visitor from America! We were told to come in and sit down; I was smiled at and
looked up and down by the 4 others in the room. Zenon asked about the family but she did not recognize any
names. I was told that when the oldest usually son gets married the parents if all other children are gone move
to one room with the wood burning stove; and the new family takes over the home. I also notice Zenon wore
his wedding ring on his right hand and asked why, I was told this is correct and Americans are wearing it
wrong! From there we drove to Romany, the next large church that might have records for the area. A funeral
was just ending, Zenon spoke briefly with the priest, who asked we come tomorrow at 9am. I saw a large nest
atop a pole, Zenon told me that was a stork nest and it is considered a blessing if they nest on your property.
Zenon said the storks fly to Africa for the winter, and back to northern Poland in the summer. We decided to
walk up the hill most cemeteries are at hilltops to check out the cemetery. The area looked as though a tornado
might have gone through recently as some trees were downed and a few very large headstones were felled. We
walked through some of the cemetery very large cemetery and took photos, found graves of Baginski and
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Grabowski, this leaves me to believe my family were in this area too. From here we went for lunch, I had tripe
which is not fish as I had thought. We decided to drive around went to Stare Kupinski which is where my
Grandfather Alekander Lusinski was born. This is another small village with no church and the records would
be in Lomza. It was interesting to see how they decorated with what they had and how they lived. Skansen in
Nowogrod Inside the 19th century cottage. After dinner we drove to Jon Zalewski to pick him up as planned
and then to Marianna Korytkowska. What a surprise, Marianna was very warm and welcoming, she had
prepared tea, coffee and cakes for us. She explained she knew nothing of our planning to visit yesterday and
was not prepared to welcome us properly. With Irena We took photos and she showed us some old photos
which Zenon had scan with his portable scanner. Through Zenon I asked what she knew of her father and
grandparents; she said very little and Irena was the one with all the information, unfortunately it died with her.
She did know and Jon agreed that her father and my Uncle Kazimerz was known in the area as a very good
baker. I was later told from my brother Stan, he remembered that our father sent money to Kazimerz to go to
school to be a baker. Marianna told us that her dad Kazimier and mother lived across the street and showed us
where the house stood, down the street is another home still standing which was a lot like theirs, I took photos
of both. Marianna called her brother Bogdan and we all went to visit him. He and his wife, daughter and her
two children live in a 3rd floor flat. I later learned a lot of people live in flats or apartments and do not own a
home of their own. Bogdan is very sick with cancer, his hands shake a lot too. He was very happy to see me
and showed me pictures Mom must have sent the family, he even had a baby picture of me! He explained how
much my Mother helped the family out with money and packages. After our visit we took everyone home and
again Jon invited us in for coffee, we said thank you and next time.
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5: Poland: The journey to Developed Market status | FTSE Russell
Journey to Poland is his second monograph and it follows a number of articles and book chapters on the subject of film
and the Holocaust. Reviews Maurizio Cinquegrani's book is a highly illuminating and entirely engrossing account of
little-known documentary films about the aftermath of the Holocaust in Poland.

London to Warsaw with overnight stop in Brussels This is similar to option 1, but with the overnight stop in
Brussels rather than Berlin - which can be more time-effective if you can leave London after the end of the
working day, and arrive in Warsaw the following evening. Feel free to go out using option 1, back using
option 2, or vice versa. Just book everything as one-way. This option runs from London daily except
Saturdays, from Warsaw daily except Sundays. The last train goes at Stay overnight in Brussels. The Pullman
Hotel Brussels Midi is a more upmarket option and part of the station complex itself. Day 2, take any morning
Eurostar you like from Brussels Midi to London. The first train is usually at How much does it cost? The
price varies, book early and pick your date carefully for the cheapest prices. How to buy tickets First book
from London to Berlin one-way at the German Railways website www. If you want an earlier departure from
London simply set an earlier departure time, click Add intermediate stops and increase the stopover duration
in Brussels by the same number of hours. You print your own ticket. Then book Berlin to Warsaw one-way or
return also at the German Railways website www. If you want the option I suggest, click Add intermediate
stops and set up the enquiry with a first stop at Cologne with zero duration and a 2nd stop at Brussels with say
9 hour duration. Adjust stopover time in Brussels to get the Brussels-London Eurostar departure you want.
Alternatively, you can of course book the Eurostar separately at www. There is nothing second-rate about the
quality of the trains see the photos below , and a night-day-night journey taking up just one day is quite
time-effective. The last one leaves London St Pancras at Alternatively, the Pullman Hotel Brussels Midi is a
more upmarket option and part of the station complex itself. These fares are often available even at quite short
notice, weeks or even just days ahead. Choose one of these departures: Leave Brussels Midi When boarding
the train from Nuremberg to Cheb, make sure you join the portion for Cheb, as another portion goes to Hof.
Have dinner in Prague Consider a 6 minute m walk to the Restaurant Zvonice www. Step 2, travel from
Prague to Warsaw by sleeper train, leaving Prague Hlavni at Morning tea or coffee is included in the fare in
the sleepers. Alternatively, stay overnight in Prague and catch a daytime train from Prague to Warsaw next
day, see the Prague-Warsaw info here. Hotels with good reviews next to the station include the Esplanade
Hotel good choice, stayed there myself , Falkensteiner Hotel Maria , Chopin Hotel. Have a full breakfast in
Prague. Alternatively, take a daytime train from Warsaw Centralna to Prague Hlavni , see the timetable here.
If you took a day train from Warsaw to Prague and stayed in Prague overnight, you can travel on an earlier
departure if you like, leaving Prague Hlavni at You travel on a swish air-conditioned regional express train
from Prague to Cheb and from Cheb to Nuremberg, then by top-quality high-speed ICE train from Nuremberg
to Frankfurt and Frankfurt to Brussels, complete with bistro-restaurant cars and beer on tap. Day 3, travel from
Brussels to London in 2 hours on any morning Eurostar you like. You can arrive in London as early as Book
well in advance for the cheapest prices. You can often find this price even a week ahead. Step 1, buy a
Eurostar ticket from London to Brussels at www. Step 2, now use the Czech Railways website www. Look for
journeys with 3 changes with a cheap price of around CZK. See my tips for using cd. Step 3, now use the
Czech Railways website www. You print your own ticket, although it must be stamped by a Czech CD
conductor or ticket office before it is valid in Poland.
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6: Journey to Poland - Maurizio Cinquegrani - Oxford University Press
This entry was posted on Tuesday, January 28th, at pm and is filed under My journey to Poland. You can follow any
responses to this entry through the RSS feed. You can leave a response, or trackback from your own site.

They survived the war, met and married while in a Displaced Persons camp in Austria. At that time of
dispersion and homelessness, and with a sense of loss and isolation, they knew of no other option. Several
unsuccessful attempts by the Bricha, the underground movement of survivors from Eastern Europe, to evade
the British blockade and smuggle my parents ashore in Palestine followed. In the summer of , I traveled with
my wife and two teenage children to Poland. I also wanted to recite Kaddish, a memorial prayer for the
grandparents I never knew. Our experiences created an emotional roller-coaster: It was a journey and an
adventure of a lifetime. Each of us was profoundly and irreversibly touched by people, places and experiences
we encountered. Okopowa Jewish Cemetery, Warsaw We landed in this capital city under heavy cloud cover
and in the midst of a soaking rain. Much of the architecture was drab and monolithic, having been constructed
during the Communist Era to rebuild a city severely damaged during the war years. Our primary interest in
Warsaw was to see historic landmarks in this once famous center of Jewish culture. To gain an appreciation of
the culture which flourished in this city, one had only to tour the Jewish cemetery on ulica ul. Okopowa,
located at the westernmost border of the former ghetto. It remained relatively unscathed despite the utter
destruction of the ghetto. Dabie, Prior to our departure for Poland, my father drew a map of his home town of
Dabie as he remembered it in On it he located the familiar landmarks around the town square: He also
precisely noted the site of his boyhood home on a narrow side street named ul. Kilinskiego, Dabie We left
Warsaw and drove for two hours, winding our way through an endless series of towns and villages until we
reached the outskirts of Dabie. Kilinskiego with the help of the map and our Polish interpreter. The gentleman
in the photo was a deep well of historical information. During conversation he recalled the Greenfield family
and their shoe shop. In the initial euphoria, I never thought to ask permission to go inside the apartment. It was
only a short while later that I began to wonder how the current residents got possession of this property which
used to belong to my family. Were their relatives willing occupiers of vacated Jewish homes when the ghetto
in Dabie was established? Did they collaborate and identify homes where Jews could be found? I never found
out. The questions still haunt me. Young Boys, Dabie These boys were at play in front of the house where my
father lived. They seemed so carefree, as young teenagers should be during summer months. As I stood there,
my thoughts drifted to those precious few quiet moments when my father would give me a vignette of his
teenage years in Dabie before the war. He attended "gymnasium", was a member of a Zionist youth
movement, and often had coffee and pastries with his girlfriend. Unlike my newfound Polish friends in the
doorway, my father would not fully savor his adolescent years since they were suddenly truncated at the start
of the occupation. Instead, he grew up much too quickly at places like Mauthausen and Auschwitz.
Synagogue, Dabie The synagogue in Dabie is an historic structure erected in The majestic lines and arches of
the exterior architectural design remain intact. Today however, its soul serves as housing units. Rather than
being graced with an Aron Kodesh or Magen David, drying laundry adorns its sides. There are no Jews left in
Dabie. Transport to Chelmno The following letter was received by my father while in a Displaced Persons
camp in Austria after the war. It was sent by J. The letter provides an eyewitness account of the deportation of
the Jewish population of Dabie to the nearby extermination center at Chelmno. Josko, and his brother Mendus
as well as other young men and boys were taken into forced labor by the Nazi occupiers. This letter and a
subsequent one in November confirmed for my father the fate of his family. Only he and his brother had
survived. Podgorski letter Rzuchowski Forest, Chelmno Chelmno is 6 kilometers away on the road leading out
of Dabie. It has the infamous distinction of being the site of early Nazi experiments with gas chambers, i. The
camp was in the midst of the Rzuchowski Forest, an eerie and densely wooded area from which cries and
screams could hardly have been heard only a short distance away. There were several mass graves in this huge
clearing. Threatening clouds darkened the sky as if in response to our realization of what had occurred on this
ground seventy years ago. I placed a stone at the edge of the crude gravesite and with the help of my family
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recited Kaddish for my grandparents while choking back a torrent of tears I never knew I was capable of
shedding. We were taken to the forest and there we were put to death by gas, shot wounds and fire. We are
pleading with our brothers who witnessed our plight to punish the murderers who live in this area. Once again
we cry out - let the murderers be known throughout the entire world. On display inside were Nazi records of
the liquidation of the Jewish population in the surrounding district. We read that Jews from Dabie were
transported to Chelmno between December 14 - 19, In total, approximately , Jews were turned to ash at
Chelmno. Our journey continued on a route from Warsaw to Lublin. As the road passed by this famous center
of Jewish learning, we were shocked to see Majdanek, a former concentration camp, immediately bordering
the city. As I think back, no discovery on the entire trip was as disturbing to me as this - a death camp in plain
view of the city. How could the residents not see, hear or even smell the evidence of the atrocities at this
notorious center. The answer is sadly obvious. When the danger of the Nazi occupation became too great, my
grandparents sent my mother and her older sister away to hide in the adjacent forests. When they needed
shelter from the cold, Anna Kucharska, at mortal danger to herself and family, and unbeknownst to her
husband, allowed the sisters to use her barn and occasionally provided small scraps of food saved from her
own meager table. She never asked for anything in return. The sisters had nothing to offer. Her name was
subsequently inscribed on the Wall of Honor at Yad Vashem in Jerusalem and a tree was planted in her name.
The awards were conferred in November, Sadly, Anna died just two months earlier. Although the two women
did not meet again until , my mother always remained in contact with Anna Kucharska until her death, and
continues to call, write letters and send packages to her son, daughter and grandchildren. When we arrived in
Zoltance, to the farm on which Anna Kucharska had lived, I was drawn to the barn. Although it was not "the"
barn in which my mother sought refuge, the setting was the same; a few exterior loose boards that served as a
secret entryway and the piles of hay next to the cows that provided bedding and an additional hiding place
during random searches. It was always hard to imagine how young girls could leave their home and be in
hiding for years. Seeing the countryside and the "hiding spot" did not make it easier. Only Rennatka spoke
sufficient English to facilitate conversations. Most of the time however, the circumstances that bound our
families together created a communication that transcended the spoken language. The Wujastyks are deeply
religious people and our presence in their home seemed like nothing less than a visit by an official of the
Catholic Church. We were tangible evidence of a lifeline sustained by the bravery and unselfish actions of
their family matriarch. The sisters revered their grandmother and learned a considerable amount about the war
years from her. They certainly learned more than I did from my mother who remained very secretive about her
experiences. At times when we were together we would often touch upon a subject that triggered thoughts of
Anna and her stories. Sitting in the field near the farm, time would stand still as Agatka recounted some of the
anguishing tales the girls heard from their grandmother. There were also stories about my mother and her
family that I had never heard, and may never have heard, had it not been for our journey to Zoltance. We all
knew that it was uncertain when if ever we would meet again. It was certain though, that we would not forget
the days we spent together. It would be hard to imagine another meeting in our respective lifetimes that would
represent such an emotional "reunion. A small but aging congregation still exists here at the Remu Synagogue.
During the Nazi occupation, not only were Jewish lives violated, but the memory of those who had already
been buried was desecrated. Otto Wachter, the Nazi district governor in Krakow, ordered the destruction of
gravestones in this ancient cemetery. Some broken pieces were preserved and after the war a wall composed
of these shards was constructed within the area of the cemetery. A casting of a section of this wall is on
display at the U. Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D. Oswiecim On the outskirts of Krakow at an
important railway junction was the small provincial town of Oswiecim. In an area isolated from the center
were several old deserted Polish military barracks. After the fall of Poland following German blitzkrieg of
September, , this town was incorporated into the Third Reich. With prison overcrowding in the adjacent
Silesia sector, and in anticipation of pending waves of mass arrests in the rest of occupied Poland, the German
High Command gave the order to proceed with expansion and conversion of the existing facility at Oswiecim
to a concentration camp. The first prisoners were transported to the camp in the summer of Auschwitz II, or
Birkenau, became the actual killing field, encompassing an area several football fields in size. When the Final
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Solution was operating at its peak, more than 5, Jews were turned into smoke daily at each of the four huge
crematoria. Auschwitz III was comprised of smaller labor camps in the nearby town of Monowitz.
7: How to travel by train from London to Warsaw, Krakow & Poland
Dabie, Prior to our departure for Poland, my father drew a map of his home town of Dabie as he remembered it in On it
he located the familiar landmarks around the town square: the gasoline and water pumps, the bridge spanning the Ner
River, the synagogue and Catholic church, and the roadways leading to the neighboring towns in the district - Klodawa,
Grabow and Chelmno.

8: A Musical Journey to Poland - Various Artists | Songs, Reviews, Credits | AllMusic
Visit the newly-opened Museum of the History of Polish Jews located in the center of what once was the Jewish Ghetto.
Explore the 1, years of rich history of the Polish Jews; beginning from their arrival as merchants, through the medieval
ages until today.

9: Kuma: A Journey to Poland - Young Judaea
Journey Into Poland is a memoir about family and the search for my roots, but it's more than that. I wanted to introduce
you to its enchanting beauty; its friendly, obliging people; and sprinkle in some of its history one must know in order to
understand the Polish character.
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